
Selection process for sub inspector and constables: railways recruitment board 

The Indian railway exam in conducted once in a year for the post of Sub- inspector and 
constables commonly known as RPF. There are some age requirements and education 
qualification required by the post. The detailed information is given below.  

Age limit  

The candidates who want to apply for railway jobs must be within the age limit of 18-25 years. 
Candidates below the age of 20 years and above the age of 25 years are not eligible to apply for 
the post of sub inspector and constable. 

Unless a specific job is advertised by the board only stating specific educational and age 
requirement.  

Educational qualification requirement 

There are many profiles and departments in railways; therefore there are separate education 
requirements for different profiles. Here we are mentioning education qualification for each 
profile. A candidate who wants to apply for a profile must have minimum educational 
qualification related to that profile. 

1) Sub- inspector ς The age limit for apply to this post is within 20-25 years. The candidate must 
ƘŀǾŜ ŀ ōŀŎƘŜƭƻǊΩǎ ŘŜƎǊŜŜ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ǊŜŎƻƎƴƛȊŜŘ ǳƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻŦƛƭŜ ƻŦ ǎǳō- inspector in 
executive branch. Whereas while applying fro sub- inspector in fire branch the candidate must 
pass 10+2 class from a recognized board.  

2) Constable ς The age limit for applying this post is 18-25 years and the candidate must pass 
high school i.e. class 10th from a recognized board.  

Points to Remember While Giving Railway Exam | Railway Preparation Books  

Physical measurement requirements  

Indian railways recruit only those candidates who are physically fit, come up to the level of 
physical standard and pass their physical test. Following are the physical standard set by the 
railway recruitment board.  

ω aƛƴ IŜƛƎƘǘ Υ мср ŎƳǎ ό{/- 160 cms, ST - 150 cms, Ex -Serviceman - 165 cms) 
ω aƛƴ /ƘŜǎǘ Υ ул ŎƳǎ ό {/κ{¢ - 76.2 cms) with expansion of min 5 cms  
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Essential educational qualifications for TTE exam  

TTE exams are generally conducted by Indian railway; 
 
the work of selected candidates is to check ticket of a passenger. 
the educational eligibility criteria for T.T.E exams are as below--->> 
 
1. Pass 12th with minimum 50% marks 
 
2. Age limit is 18-30 year 
 
3. the candidates should be Indian 
 
4. Should pass 10th with 55% mark in the aggregate from any board. 
 
 
Syllabus of TET exams are as below---->>> 
 
 
1-->> General English 
 
2-->> Mathematics 
 
3-->> General knowledge 
 
4-->> mathematical reasoning 
 
5-->> comprehensive English 
 
6-->> current affairs  
 
7-->> question related with railway 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



the essential educational qualifications to be eligible for TTE exam  

 

 
 

 
You should pass 12th with atleast 55% 
 
You should be citizen of india 
 
You should be between 18 to 30 years in age 

 
 

6 Preparation Tips for Railway exam  

Preparing for any entrance exam needs sound strategy and preparation plan. The candidate 
must plan his preparation according to the time availability and his abilities.  



Here we are providing 6 most effective preparation tips for preparing railway exam. The 
candidate must apply these tips in their study plan and work hard and smart to make their 
career in railway sector.  

1) Market survey ς Survey in the market and discuss from the experts about how to prepare, 
which book(Railway Preparation Books) and study material is best. How much time is needed to 
crack the exam? What is the success mantra? If possible try to meet some toppers of this field 
and if you feel that you need special coaching for your preparation, and then search for the 
best coaching center in your area. 

2) Resources collection- collects all the resources before your preparation. The resources 
include each and every thing which includes in your preparation. This includes books, stationary 
items, watch, note books, your planning diary, previous year papers and extra study material. 
Choose the best study material and make the best study plan.  

3) Things to avoid ς avoid using cell phones and TV during your study hours. Be punctual in your 
studies daily. Avoid too much or too less eating during your studies. Avoid studying in late hours 
during night. 

4) Make a preparation diary - Make a preparation diary. Plan your preparation according to the 
time availability and available resources. Make a time table according to your subjects. Decide 
how much time you want to dedicate to a particular subject. Make time for revision and to 
practice mock papers. 

5) Extra curricular activities ς during your preparation some extra curricular activities like some 
physical exercise, meditation and adventures activities will increase the efficiency of your mind 
and make you active physically also. This will increase your concentration power and you will 
not bore during your preparation hours.  

6) Execute your plan- it is a common challenge for all the aspirants. Since all of them have make 
very good planning and want to get good job in railways but vey few of them have the ability to 
execute their planning and the candidates who are actually execute their plans will definitely 
score well during their exam. So always try to execute what you plan At the end I wish you all 
the very best for your exam and upcoming result.  

You can also Check the Railway Quiz For Aspirants , How to Crack Railway Exam and many More 
article on our Railway Section. 
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How to Start Career in Indian Railway  

It is one of the biggest decisions to choose your career. If you have the interest in a particular 
sector and want to see yourself working in that sector throughout your life only then decide to 
make career in that sector.  

If you have decided to choose making your career in railway industry then this is the right place 
to get information about railway jobs (Railway Exams 2012). Here you will come to know about 
various vacancies and notification by Indian railways along with how to prepare for railway 
exam.  

The candidate who wants a good job in railway industry has to clear a tough competition and 
prepare hard to get the job. The railway recruitment board is consistently hiring candidates for 
different profiles (different profiles in indian railway) and for different departments. There are 
many things which the candidate has to go through to pass the railway exam; a lot of 
preparation is required before the exam. The fresher has to go through many test like written 
test, interview round and health assessment test as a part of selection process.(Tips for Written 
Test and Interview Tips) 

It may be difficult for a new candidate to clear the interview round at the very beginning. 
However if the candidate is well prepare himself for interview as well as written exam can crack 
it well.  

Informative tips ς during your preparation 

1) At the very beginning collect all the necessary resources like details about railways 
recruitment board, its selection process(Selection Process of Indian Railway), eligibility criterion 
and exam pattern.  

2) Prepare well according to the syllabus and exam pattern. Practice each topic and subject 
carefully. Simultaneously practice for your interview exam along with the written test.  
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